
Method 2 First simplify the numerator and denominator.

.1+ 3 1+Jx
rxx

=;: 
t;4ryy
1+3-r

x
5*ll!

v
i{11 5+4v

xy
@ @Core 1-21,3i43

poaieaive
@OCore 22-30,44-53

@ Extension 54, 55

Standardized Test prep 56-61

NlixedReview 62-74
v -) ',

g. x x*13_1
x-L xi1
tF-4x+x+2

2xs + 4x

Practice by Example The focal length/of a camera lens is 2 in.The lens equation *j = h + fi,whercd; is the distance between the lens and the film and dois the distance bet#en the
lens and the object.

1. The object to be photographed is 10 ft away. How far should the lens be from
the film? 1# = 2.03 in.

2. The object to be photographed is 20 ft away. How far shourd the lens be from
thefilm? ffi*2.02in.

3. critical Thinking Explain why one setting on the camera is used for
photographing all objects that are more than 10 ft from the camera.

-. 19., djstances greater than 10 ft, d; is nearly constant.
rrnd tne teast common multiple of each pair of polyrromials. 4_7. See margin.

WkUndot*anding @ stmplify each complex fraction.

r
ERCISES

Example 1

(page 505)

Example 2

(page 50s) 4.9(x + 2)(2x - 1) and 3(x + 2)

6. (* - 2)(x + 3) and 10(-r + 3)2

8.5y2-80andy+4
5U+4U-al

Simplify each sum.

to.fi+fi
5u + 1

12. "-z-;: +
xy-

xy+8y+4
2ry2

-x+6(x-3)(x+3)
g. ;3x + --4-x"_g tx-6

L
a.x 1yxy b. 

-3- 
6y

I - * zf=-i

Write equivalent expressions with common denominators,

Add.

Divide the numerator fraction by the denominator fraction.

Multiply by the reciprocal.

Assiffimsfi euide

I abiecrive

Exercises 4-9 Remind students to
begin by writing each polynomial
in factored form.

pages507-510 Exercises

4. 9(x + 2ll2x - 1l

5. (x-1Xx+lxx+1)
6. 10(x - 2Xx + 3f
7. leex - 4F + 3l

Example 3

(page 505)

7x?+2Ox-'t8
r-3)(x+3)(x+4)
f+'t+x-lz
r-3)(x+2)2

1x

2x-4
4ry

5.x2-1-andx2+2x*I
7. I2x2 - 6x - 726 andtSx - 63

9. x2 - 32x - l0 and,2x -r I0
2tJ/. + 5lg2 _ 32x _ 10)

r.*=1+*-+'#
13. o5l +-.2-x._9 x+4

6. -=Jx , 4
x'-x-6 x'-4x;4
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@ nppry vour Skills Aild or subtract. Simplify where possible'

1.*-
2x I 2f-x2+1,r. 

*2 _ I - 7 rr\r+ 1){x - 1)

3s.?=-*ii #ffi+a
37.__-a _ --r-j-r--x-o ,t -+xf 4

Eror Prevention
hrcises 22-30 Students are

Enetimes intimidated bY the
rtads of fractions. You maY want
lo erggest that theY change the
wnplex fraction to a division
problem of the form (N) + (D),

Where N and D are the
e4ressions in the numerator
and denominator of the comPlex
faction. Be sure to tell them to
put N and D in tall Parentheses.
They can then simPlifY within the
tall parentheses, divide, and
simplify.

English Learners
Erercise 54 You maY need to
explain the terms resistance,
mrallel circuit, and ohms to

7- hts who are not familiar
' -rth the terms.

Simplify each difference.

3-x
v 3 v-6L.J'T'+4-n-+-Z 2\v+2)

,n 3l - 8 = -5(Y+8)-Lv. 2- * - v_5 1y-51ty+51
Y 

_LJ

Simplify each comPlex fraction.

-5v v*3 -3(2Y+1)rt'r;- Tr1 =a=T
. R x2-24

le. t+T - T: 3r s7x +5
1,. /,v2t'-*1 -*-,-7-;'2

2

24.+L t@+

Example 4
(page 506)

Example 5

(page 506)

t6.-2 -Lxx

L)rxy'-' ) Zt
v
1

n.-l brJ.39
6

2

28. !+ 
?

x+y

11
^,'41523. - 

---- 
oa

^J-5

26.:--r rh,t-r-;
J

2s. -]=- .+3
t x-4

27.+-
7Ty

-? -ev30. s :- d;.v

sz. T+1 + T+1 d-t#4, * tx, - t
^ 1 7x-17sq.71 s* t'-3 (x -3)(x=-3
x , I 4x-1Jo.;Z-_ *t 2x 2x(2r.-'t\

3x
2+xy

? 3x-8
x'

s2ffffift
?(4y
v(v

42. Factoring is used
to determine the
least common
multiPle of the
denominatorsl
check students'
work.

43. Answers may
vary. SamPle:
Substitute 0 for x
in the three
expressions, and
show that

4*l+3'

44.

47.

508

.2-s,xl3x2+x-11
38. .ix -r 

- 

-- z-x'-2 x'-2
. r'*l 4y3+12y2-:Y-2 40. 5v 4 9

39.1y- -:,; z yty+3\' y'+ Jy

41. Open-Ended Write two rational expressions whose.sum t:fi
q Gheck students'work'
\ +2. Writing Explain how factoring is used when adding or subtracting

rational expressions. Include an example in your explanation'

43. Error Analysis How would you convince a student thatT+i is rot tht

sum of 1i; ana 7L*?x'-9

Simplify each comPlex fraction.

2-3 t_2 )

. - ., slllv 45. ; - t =ry -,5! , 46. :: : '++
= - z-x-iy -4_6 2t3x+2vt 2+t
;-v x Y

-L-'+ .J-*2 zrx+5t t]--s -'r r: x 48.:- "+# as.* 7
+-J= L+ yi7 z- x--2
x'y xy-

50. Open-fnded Write two different complex lractions that simplifv to f-'"'^''-- 
Check students''wcirk"

5l.GriticallhinkingWhatrealnumbersarenotinthedomainof
function/? Explain. x t- 1- x * -2, -3, -4; those

f(i = 4 values result in division bY

H 0, which is undefined'

Chapter 9 Rational Functions
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Ior!d_&EqnqeStion

ning a guitar string

J its original length
Es a sound in harmony
l original pitch.

€3 SZ. Music Another kind of average is the harmonic mean.The harmonic

mean of two numbers a and b equats 1]1. es you vary the length of a violinarE
or guitar string, its pitch changes. If a full-length string is 1 unit long, then many
lengths that are simple fractions produce pitches that harmonize, or sound
pleasing together. The harmonic mean relates three lengths that produce
harmonious sounds. For example, j is the harmonic mean of ] and ], and strings
of these lengths produce harmonious sounds. Find the harmonic mean for
strings of lengths 1 and ),] ana], and J and t. 3,9,3

53. a. If you jog12mi at an average rare of 4 mi/h and walk the same route back
at an average rate of 3 mi/h, you have traveled 24 mi in 7 h and your overall
rate is! mi/h. What !s, your overall average rate if you travel dmi at 3 miih
and d mi at 4 milh? Zl mi/h

b. Harmonic Mean Find the harmonic mean (see Exercise 52) of 3 and 4.2j
c. If you travel any distance at x milh and the same distance at y mi/h then your

average rate for the trip is the harmonic mean of x and y. Find the average
rate of speed if you travel to a distant city at 50 milh and return at 40 mi/h.

d. You travel to a city at.r mi/h and the return trip is a mi/h faster. Express your
average rate in terms of x and a.

1
1r1r1
Rr'R2'R]2x(x + a)

2x+a

d.d
a.t = qth

@ Cnutl"nSe s 54. Electricity ThetotalresisranceR

$ milh

d.

for a parallel circuit with three

bulbs is R :

a. Simplify the right side of
the equation.

b. Find the total resistance R of a

parallel circuit with bulbs that
have resistances of 3 ohms,
2.5 ohms, and2.5 ohms. 0.88 ohms

€3, SS. Physics Use the camera lens equation i : 
,t, * ra, where d; is the distance

from the lens to the fllm and do is lhe distance from the lens to an object.
a. Solve the lens equation for /by taking the reciprocal of each side of the

equation. Simplify the equation so it contains no complex fraction.
b. When an object is in focus, a lens is x cm from the object and (2x + 1) cm

from the film. Find the focal length of the lens.
. x(2x + 1tb'-3r*1 =f

1. The lens equation for a
camera ki: +,+ {, where
f is the focal length of the
lens, d; is the distance
between the lens and the
film, and do is the distance
between the lens and the
object. For a certain camera,
an object that is 18 cm from
the lens is in focus when the
lens is 9 cm from the film.
What is the focal length of
the lens? 6 cm

2. Find the least common
multiple of x(x2 - 5x + 6)
and x3(x2 + 4x - 21).
x9F-2)E-slti/.+71

Simplify.

' x , 7 1Ox-14
"' ;- T 3t-- sP - 12

^ m 6m m2-gm+. /n.3--,i _g-F_g
2y

. 2y+1- t 2y-1.E_r,,-rt:. J' 
^ 2y 2y+11_ -t
' 2y-1

Alternative Assessment

R3 : 2.5 ohms

Battery

Multiple Choice 56. Find the least common multiple of x2
A.x-1
B.x(x-1)(x+1)
C.x(x - 1)2(x + 1)

D.(x- 1)2(x+ 1)2x2

57. Which expression equals 1--{ - +

s 2x-1
" (x - 1)(x + 3)(x + 1)

(x-1)(x+1)(x-3)

-1andx2-x. B

7-+x+3? H

Have students work individually.
Each student writes two rational
expressions with binomial
numerators. One rational
expression should have x2 - 4 as
its denominator, and the other
should havex + 2 as its
denominator. They find the
sum and difference of their
expressions. Then have each
student write a complex fractin
that has the original exprefsirE
as numerator and denominatr-
The student then simplifies the
complex fraction.

ffi p"rou,.o
For additional practice with a
variety of test item formats:
. FCAT Practice, p. 531
. FCAT Strategies, p. 526
. FCAT Daily Practice and

Strateg ies Transparencies

2x+1G.

2x2xH.

(x - 1)(x + t.11x -l
(x+3)(x-1)(x+1)

Lesson 9-5 Adding and Subtracting Rational Expressions 509
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58. which expression equals i\ - 7ift . ,t C

To dreck understanding of
Lessons 9-4 to 9-5:

tOreckpoint Quiz 2 (P. 510)

F 1""66;ng Resources
Clreckpoint Quiz 2 (also in

Prentice Hall Assessment' System)

{} Reactring All gtudents

Reading and Math LiteracY 9C

$ni sh ve rsi o ns ava i I a b I e

n 7xA'u-3)(x+3.11x- 2)

7 x2 t22x
'' 1x - :11x - 3l(x ' 2\

2c
59. Simplify 

- 
F

i- 5

a.6ffi;a
o. u=j(;fi7+q

ffim
FCAT Format quiz at
wwwPHSchool.com

Web Code: aga-0905

Short ResPonse

-2-5xt.6-r_3' - 2+5xu' 6 --t H.* +3 r. qrj
z- -

60.Findtheleastcommondenominatorfortherationalexpressions_7-
and 7 -]; 36. 

Show your work' See margin'

rL5
61' solve the equation 

=: 
9' show your work' see margin'

f' ges 507-510 Exercises

60. i2t First factor both
denominators:
x2-5x'6
-(x-6Xx+1)
x2 -'l2x + 36

= (x - 6;2. Tfre
least common
denominator would
have to include the
factors (x - 6)'
(x + 1)and (x - 6l',
so the LGD is
F -^6)2fi +^1)
- x3 11x2 +
24x + 36'

[1] answer onlYn no work
shown

lesson 9-4

69.+;a#0,b*o,
x*O,y#0

65.ffls; x*-3,2,or3
uo.ffio x*-2,2,or3

oz. H*3' x * 1, -1,or -3

Divide. State any restrictions on the variables'

62'4 = !51
3v- 9y'

uo.+-ry

66.#+-

ff;r+o,v*o

fir^*o,y#o
x1-5x+b

3x2 - 12

ut.##=ffi
-- 7r2-9x x2-g
65. 

- 

- h=ax-L

zt 5x-15 =x2-=6x+9t'' lox - lo 3x2 - 3

Lesson 8-4

Lesson 7-6

Write each expression as a single logarithm'

68. logry + 4logj t 69.7logrcp-* lo916 s ll'lgqlt; *'"'*' 
t;!; i4y " losio ptq toss fr

Letf(x) = *2 + landg(r) = 3x'Finil eachvalue'

zs. ts'/)(*)
15T

7l^. (s " f)(-3) 72.(f " 8)(-3)

30 82

74. (f " f)
101

61. [41 -o

2x 15
-{--E-o

x
Find a common
denominator for the
numerator.

b(-15x -O
x

Combine the
numerators.

'5 = g

MultiPlY the
numerator bY the
reciProcal of the
denominator.

2x-15-o
Solve for x.
2x-15=27

2x=42
x=21

[3] one calculation error

510

o
(B lnstant self-check

qulz onllne ano
on CD-ROM

Simplify each exPression.

t.#:A #+ #[A z.tfi ##h
u2-25 2v+lo4.+- + -; .y'-16 Y'-4Y

1L
6. sy +T + t+T
8.3x-F3##
-.'#,ffi++

^15Z- X---t-
*

'.ffi-'ffi,
2
3

v(v-!
2(y+z

, 8 4 4(6Y2+x2l

". t\- - t,l- e,.y3

- -5x 6 5xY-12
7. tii-4 - f + ,y 4v +2t

3

,.2 ?
8x

510 ChaPter 9 Rational Functions

[2] one Process error'
such as an error in
simPlifYing the
numerator

[1! answer onlY, no work
shown


